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What’s
changing?

The typical organisation based in, and focussed
on the African economy has realised that digital
transformation is essential for survival. The new
digital economy has resulted in competitive
organisations, both large and small, from all
across the world targeting the African continent. Local companies now realise that that
technology acquisitions are not enough to
deliver significant business value, consistent
experiences, and revenue growth. Instead, we
need to continually seek innovative business
solutions, designed for easy integration and
scalability, that enable employees to improve
business processes rapidly and continuously.
As a result, the focus of the digital workplace
remains on people and their experiences.
Putting the employee experience at the heart
of the enterprise means taking into account
employee perceptions, feelings, motivations,
and satisfaction, which are directly correlated
with positive customer outcomes and ROI.
Making sustained investments in employee
experience also leads to higher employee

organizational performance.

As process automation continues to rise,
key to ensure an organizations’ success

of an organization, not just within the IT shop.
As a result, employees demand more access
to intelligent technologies and reskilling
opportunities

With all this in mind, one
question remains: What
do employees want?
of the employer value proposition.
Power Apps
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This employee demand is also consistent
with the need for digital workplace skills.

Skill Shift: Automation and the future of the
workforce

As a result, advanced technologies cannot
operate in isolation, they require people who
understand how they work and can innovate,
develop, and adapt to them.

%

in the way employees perceive and interact
with technology.

50%
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Overall, employees demand more support
for reskilling opportunities and companies
tapping the workforce market require more
have made reskilling employees a priority within
the enterprise. According to a report issued
leaders planned to invest in reskilling people
to work with intelligent technologies in the
and quality of digital talent is required to foster
innovation in the enterprise and unlock the full

Advancements in AI have led to a new
phase in the digital transformation journey:
intelligent automation.

What is it?
The automation of a company’s processes
using holistic solutions that incorporate AI and
other technologies and can adapt to the vast

Implications
Intelligent automation marks a shift
in the way people interact with and

Intelligent automation can rescue workers

a valued assistant. As companies advance
in their intelligent automation journey,
regardless of their technical expertise, in order

to technology, employees can refocus and
up-level their work with higher-value tasks.

Impact
organizations to create new products
and services, improve operations, reduce
AI in the decision-making process.

The AI-related employment dynamic will also impact employment roles, as AI is expected
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Adapting to the requirements of the digital workplace means that organizations have
Among these needs, the ones that rank higher are:

Intelligent
processes

Automated

tools

Data
democratization

Tackling these challenges means that organizations need to capitalize on human strengths

equipping employees to use low-code and

needs and their implications for the digital workplace.

Power Apps
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A

employees with digital skills. Today’s

that can solve challenges quickly and foster
innovation in the future.

with strategic opportunities and take them
insight-driven, multiskilled roles.

This implies unlocking the power of data,
extracting value from it, and applying

data from systems of record and act as
an intermediary in the “request-response
repetitive information that employees can use
to provide personalized insights and adapt

To achieve this, employees need highly
tailored solutions that can empower all users
to gain data insight and adapt and expand
according to their tasks. In this sense, they
require tools and features that:

applications without writing code
and reporting

Such solutions that don’t require code
are essential for employees to supercharge
outcomes. As a result, frontline employees
and work on higher-value tasks.

Power Apps
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B
Manual, repetitive, time-consuming tasks
autonomy and decision-making power.
Organizations today must foster an open
culture where experimentation is key
This openness allows employees to get
involved in decisions that will change their work
environment and, ultimately, what they do.

repetitive work is also error-prone and can
lead to increased production costs. In contrast,
more on value-added tasks and spend less
time on the processes that support them.

In order to deliver on the promise
of automation, employees need solutions
with a simple and intuitive interface to create
without a complex IT involvement. These
solutions have to provide real-time data
and automated error reporting and handling
in order to save employees from repetitive and
strenuous work. In the process, they should

Ultimately, the right tools and technology
are critical in fostering a satisfying work
environment in which human-machine
foundation for such employee innovation.

more informed decisions.
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C

Flexible tools

Up until now, companies have invested
in technology to help them scale and adapt
tools and solutions, along with the proliferation
of data, have reached a tipping point and have
started to take their toll on human capacity and

and make it work for the enterprise? Companies
tools that can work with data wherever it

or Salesforce application.

their technology stack needs holistic solutions
that can work across a variety of systems.
Let’s examine this more closely in the data
collection process. Data is the force driving
adopted the cloud to store mass quantities of it.

further analysis, thus creating a closed-loop
process for continuous improvement. In this
way, employees get in touch with the data that
to process improvements, identify patterns, and

fewer resources.
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D
Advances in software and hardware have

insights they need in order to make good,
strategic, and operational decisions using
the data at hand. Programmers, data
scientists, and tech professionals have long

and other sources. As the load increases, their
technical expertise is highly sought-after,

that constantly and rapidly changes,
organizations need to implement data

to the entire workforce. This allows

decision making.

environment and giving every employee the
power to explore it, regardless of their technical
meet customer needs, identify and capitalize on
new opportunities, and transform how things
are done. The principle of data democratization

users to access data sets.
Power Apps

Better access to data provides more
autonomy to non-technical employees
to processes that are closest to them.
complex organizational challenges, rather
than responding to individual requests.
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After delving into the needs of the digital
technological implication, four imperatives
come into focus:
Frontline employees need access to data

content and creating an insight-driven
workforce.
Tools that can work across a variety

These imperatives have added another level
of sophistication to an already complex

to act on these imperatives with minimal
impact to operations:

Putting this power to ‘analyze,
act, and automate’ in the hands of
individuals who know their business
best, with built-in connectors to all
the systems and sources of data in
an organization, creates previously
unimaginable transformation
opportunities for our customers.
James Phillips,

Act
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These three key actions, analyze, act, and
automate, represent the underlying principles of
Microsoft’s
, comprised of
,
, and
.

this loop, Power BI, Power Apps and Microsoft
Power Automate, are ideal for organizations
seeking to harness their data in the most

unlocks insights and intelligence,
converts that intelligence into
action through transformative applications

of the curve. In this sense, the Power Platform
aims to democratize access to data in order

an easy point-and-click exercise. All the data
captured in
can make its way right

prevented from putting them into action due to
limited technical expertise. The Power Platform
has a simple and intuitive interface that
empowers non-technical employees to derive
insights and engage in more strategic roles.

in Power BI, thus creating a closed-loop process
for ongoing improvements.

Power Apps

empowers those who see opportunities every
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Standard Bank South
Africa creates a Center
of Excellence for the
Power Platform
Standard Bank is the largest bank in
Africa with a 156-year history, 12 million
customers and 54K+ employees. Their
motto – “Africa is our home, we drive
her growth.” Since February 2017, Standard Bank has grown their adoption of
the Power Platform resulting in over
300 solutions being created for a variety
of business needs ranging from finance
to operations to HR. These solutions use
a combination of PowerApps, Microsoft
Flow and Power BI, connected to SharePoint Online. They have a growing
Center of Excellence (CoE) within IT
which operates with a principle of empowering business units to build their
own solutions – “apps built by business
for business”.

Power Apps

Business Landscape

Standard Bank had several business problems
that needed to be streamlined across various
business units. There was a need to extract
maximum value from their Office 365 investment,
embrace digitalization, and use mobile
technologies to increase efficiency and improve
customer and employee experience across the
board whilst servicing the unique requirements of
each business lines and locations. As one
illustrative example, the Cash Tribe team in Retail
Banking South Africa was responsible for 8,000
ATMs. They needed to perform manual
inspections of these ATMs on a regular basis for
problems such as vandalism, broken screens and
dirty surroundings, that were not flagged through
automated alerts.

BEFORE POWER PLATFORM
– processes and challenges
Prior to Office 365 and the Power platform, many
of the business processes were executed using a
combination of manual processes, Excel
spreadsheets, email and other disparate
technologies that did not integrate with each
other. In the ATM inspection example – the
inspections were done on a clipboard and the
team was buried in reams of paperwork. The
process was fragmented across various job
functions such as facilities, technicians, etc.
Logging of the tickets could only take place once
back in the office, which resulted in issues taking
up to two weeks to get reported. Moreover, there
was no central data repository against which to
run business intelligence that could aid in future
improvements. Looking across the landscape of
digitization challenges, the central IT team was
simply not resourced to build mobile and digital
solutions for every business unit requirement.
13
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CREATING A CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
– enable business units to own their
own digital journey
Ian Doyle is the Head of Employee Experience Engineering at
Standard Bank. His team was formed to find ways to
maximize value from their Office 365 investment. They
discovered PowerApps and Microsoft Flow as “hidden gems”
in their Office 365 subscription. While their initial focus was on
Office 365 solutions, they quickly expanded this scope to
include building desktop and mobile apps and optimizing
backend processes. An early success case was the mobile
ATM inspection solution built using PowerApps and Power BI
connected to SharePoint Online lists.

Watch a demo of the
ATM Inspection app.

ATM INSPECTION APP
Ian’s team worked closely with the Cash Tribe team to build a mobile PowerApp for inspecting ATMs.
Within twenty-four hours they had a working prototype, which was then tested and refined alongside the
business. Today, over 300 inspectors use the app to generate over 5,000 inspection reports each month.

Screenshots of the ATM inspection
mobile PowerApp

The app uses the device GPS capabilities to
find nearby ATMs and the device camera
to take pictures when issues need to be
reported. All the data is stored in
SharePoine Online lists. Power BI
dashboards and reports are used to
visualize the aggregate data.
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